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Multi-Task Human Image Analysis

Multi-task network provides a rich explanation of person-body 
images, including attributes, pose, part masks, and identity



Multi-Task Human Image Analysis

Practical setting

Multi-task networks are trained across datasets and each dataset 
does not necessarily have exhaustive annotations for all tasks



Task Conflict

ü Identity-variance vs. identity-invariance
Attribute recognition vs. Pose estimation

ü Pose-variance vs. Pose invariance 
Pose estimation vs. Person re-identification

ü …

Multi-task learning can encounter task conflicts



Task Conflict

• Our goal is to train a unified model that solves multiple 
human-related tasks while avoiding the task conflict 

Multi-task learning can encounter task conflicts

better accuracy-efficiency trade-off



Gradient Split

Asymmetric Inter-task relation definition 

relative accuracy 
change



Gradient Split

Threshold: -0.01

Asymmetric Inter-task relation definition 



Gradient Split

Negative relation

Asymmetric Inter-task relation definition 



Gradient Split

Framework

Multi-head framework for multi-task learning



Gradient Split

Gradient split is only conducted during the backward process
No extra forward cost and No network change

Framework



Gradient Split

Inter-task Relationship based Gradient Update 

We divide parameters of shared backbone into T groups for T tasks



Gradient Split

Inter-task Relationship based Gradient Update 

GradSplit updates parameter 𝜃! using the gradients from only a 
subset of tasks {𝑡"}, where the relationship task 𝑡′ → 𝑡 is not 
negative, while discarding gradients from the other tasks. 



Gradient Split

Inter-task Relationship based Gradient Update 

GradSplit updates parameter 𝜃! using the gradients from only a 
subset of tasks {𝑡"}, where the relationship task 𝑡′ → 𝑡 is not 
negative, while discarding gradients from the other tasks. 

remove



Experiment: Four-Task Analysis



Experiment: Four-Task Analysis

GradSplit achieves a better accuracy-efficiency trade-off



Experiment: Three-Task Analysis

Pose + Attribute + ReID

GradSplit is more effective 
than other methods



Experiment: Large Capacity Backbone

GradSplit outperforms the 
Single-task networks

GradSplit achieves the 
best accuracy-efficiency 
trade-off 



Experiment: Which Layer?

Last Layer is best choice

Different tasks might share 
the common features in 
previous layers



Experiment: Random Drop?

Randomly drop gradients 
does not help



Thank you


